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Welcome to the second issue of our GreEnewsletter. You are receiving this either as a
current customer, or someone industry related. We hope to share the latest news in a concise

manner to inform, educate and provoke thought in the world of "green".
This is a monthly e-newsletter and we will never give your contact information to anyone else. Please let us know of others

you feel may benefit from this type of content.

Would you like to subscribe to our
monthly newsletter? Click here.

Biophilic Design is an innovative way of designing the places where we live, work, and
learn.  Come on a journey to encounter buildings that connect people and nature - hospitals
where patients heal faster, schools where children’s test scores are higher, offices where workers
are more productive, and communities where people know more of their neighbors and families
thrive. Biophilic Design points the way toward creating healthy and productive habitats
for modern humans. Check out this short video...

 

Biophilic Design: The Architecture of Life (Trailer)
More information at biophilicdesign.net

In addition to celebrating the seasons, businesses around the
world have known the benefits of enhancing their company’s
image during the Holiday Season. Having tasteful professional
décor appeals to clients, employees, attracts new business, and
represents the business all at the same time. ...over the past ten
years there has been a movement in the industry where more
companies have opted to rent décor versus purchase....  
See decor ideas...

"OUR INDOOR AIR QUALITY CAN OFTEN BE 3 TIMES
POORER THAN OUTDOOR AIR QUALITY..."

Most people know from grade-school science class that
plants produce oxygen.
But studies show they also help improve air quality by
filtering the air in our homes and offices — not only during
winter but all year round...
...a decade-long study by NASA about the condition known
as "sick building syndrome" in which chemicals trapped
indoors are inhaled by occupants, which can make them sick.

from a fascinating Post-Gazette article by Doug Oster.
Read full article...

 "Like" us on Facebook and we will choose 3 
to win the book mentioned in the article!
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Computer technology allows our clients to see what
a finished plant makeover or new installation will look
like--before it even happens! Plants and containers
are superimposed into a photograph of your office,
lobby or room. A very successful tool to fine-tune
and adjust design choices before the work is done. 
 

Click here to see the magical 
Before & "After" projects...

On Saturday October 1 Plantscape employees and
family volunteered their time for some needed
landscape maintenance to The Children’s Home of
Pittsburgh & Lemieux Family Center. We focused
on general landscape maintenance such as weeding,
trimming shrubs, removing dead plants, and pruning.

The Children’s Home of Pittsburgh is a non-profit
which provides extended hospital quality care to the
families of children who have experienced severe
surgery or other critical health issues. The Children’s
Home is a place for them to go and stay after the
traditional 7-10 day hospital visit is over.

Plantscapers also volunteered their time and
landscaping expertise to Doughboy Square and the
town planting at Butler & 39th in Lawrenceville.
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